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Reason for divine revelations.... B.D. No. 8120

March 9th 1962

et My grace be sufficient for you.... and patiently bear all burden imposed on you to serve your  
soul's state of maturity.... and grant Me your ear so that you can hear My voice.... open your heart  

to let My ray of love enter and penetrate you with My spirit: Time and again I convey My revelations 
to you humans, time and again I speak to people through the mouth of a servant who is devoted to Me 
and I truly don't do so without reason.... I know that it is necessary to provide people with a light 
where darkness exists in their hearts. And I know that the darkness will get worse the closer it gets to 
the end. I also know who still seeks to escape the night, who strives towards the light of dawn, who is 
grateful to Me for a light which illuminates the path for him. And these are the ones I seek to address 
through you, who want to serve Me. I also know how they think.... where they err and therefore where 
their faith in Me is at risk because they have no clear concept of Me and yet deliberate on it.... I want 
to help them and clarify those things which appear doubtful to them, because I want to help them gain 
a convinced faith in Me as the most perfect being Which is love, wisdom and power within Itself.... 
And thus I manifest Myself, I Myself address people and convey purest truth to them, which they can 
and indeed will accept if only they are of good will. Every thinking person is occupied with a different 
problem.... and if they receive a light they will immerse themselves increasingly deeper into spiritual 
knowledge, which is always beneficial.... both for the person himself as well as for Me, Who only ever 
wants  people  to  reach  the  goal  they  were  given  for  their  life  on  earth.  Some problems needing 
clarification are especially important: People must be given the right knowledge about Jesus Christ 
and His act of Salvation, because they must acknowledge Him without fail in order to free themselves 
from the  opposing  power....  They  must  be  informed  of  this  adversary  and  what  he  signifies  for 
people.... and they must know that their time on earth as a human being was caused by him in the first  
place.... Hence they must also learn about the spiritual correlations, about their very first beginning 
and their goal.... They must know what they are, what they had been and what they shall become 
again....  This  knowledge  makes  people  live  more  responsibly  and  precisely  this  knowledge  was 
distorted time and again through the adversary's influence, and thus people are often misguided.... And 
since My adversary also has great power at his disposal, which manifests itself particularly strongly at 
the end of a period of Salvation, he has also succeeded time and again in interspersing My pure truth  
with errors.... thus motivating Me time and again to counter it with the pure truth, because I want to  
help people to fulfil their last short task in life.

L
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If therefore a person knows the truth, then he will own a brightly radiating light which the adversary 
avoids.... Error, however, permits the adversary's continued influence and is a danger for the person.... 
Thus you can understand that I will repeatedly transmit the pure truth to earth but that it will not stay 
that way for long, that it will not remain as pure as it was when it originated from Me.... As soon as the 
light is clouded its radiance is no longer as clear as to guarantee a correct understanding. And the fact 
that the light became clouded through human will is disclosed again by the fact that I reveal Myself  
anew, which would not be necessary if people lived in the light of truth. I truly know why I speak to  
people again with all urgency.... I know that they have no clear understanding of their existence as 
human beings either and I know why I must give them precisely this information if I want them to 
acknowledge the  divine Redeemer Jesus  Christ  and recognise  Me Myself  in  Him....  People shall 
acquire a clear idea about it, consequently I Myself instruct them in the most understandable way and 
everyone will be delighted about knowledge he recognises as purest truth, because it originated from 
Me directly. Even thinking people will accept this information, for I do not demand blind faith. It is 
My will that a person shall think about it, otherwise he will be unable to distinguish between truth and 
error. And because the darkness constantly increases, the light, too, will shine extraordinarily bright, 
and it only requires the desire for light in order to become enlightened. For truly, I Am determined by 
My love, wisdom and power to confront both Mine and your enemy of life, so that you will find your 
way out of the darkness and be able to escape his control.... Wisdom knows your state of peril, love 
wants to  help you and  power will  truly use the right  means for  it....  And I  will  bless  you, who 
voluntarily serve Me, for I do not forcibly influence people and neither can My adversary do so.... The 
Eternal Light reveals Itself to all those of you who want to flee the spiritual night....

Amen

Duty of distributing the divine revelations.... B.D. No. 1797

January 30th 1941

t  is indescribably commendable to spread the Word of God. That which is conveyed to people 
through God’s grace shall not remain the sole property of the individual but shall be passed on to  

the many people who require it for their soul’s salvation. Humanity is in serious trouble, it is so distant 
from God that it does not even recognise His will anymore and goes through earthly life in complete 
ignorance. However, the human being needs to know what God expects of people, consequently the 
information has to be imparted to them. And for this reason earthly children who are willing to be of 
service to Him are chosen by God with the task of making His will known to people. He Himself 
instructs them first so that they can subsequently pass on their knowledge to fellow human beings. The 
human race would perish without active help, and active help can only be found in the Word of God. 
But at the moment everything is rejected by people if it admonishes them to remember God or if they 
are taught about God in the usual traditional way. This is why God gives His Word to people again....  
He provides them with an explanation about their purpose and their task.... He wants to come closer to 
them through His Word, He wants to familiarise them with everything pertaining to the creation; He 
reveals to them the correlation of all things and gives them the commandments, which are the basic 
conditions for their ascent to God. And willing people shall help to distribute the divine gift; they shall 
diligently strive to make the divine revelations accessible to the human race; as God’s eager servants 
they shall  always and forever  make His activity known; they shall  let  their  fellow human beings 
partake in the delectable gift of grace, so that the divine Word will find acceptance among people, that  
it will strengthen their faith and motivate them to do whatever it takes in order to live in a God-
pleasing way.... thus to fulfil the commandments of love for God and their neighbour. Only when a 
person has  knowledge of  God’s  will  can  he  be  held  to  account  if  he  does  not  live  up  to  them. 
Admittedly, uninformed people cannot be held to account but neither can they utilise their life on earth 
and attain a higher degree of spiritual maturity, for they would have to be extraordinarily lovingly 
active of their own accord, that is, love must be within them, but in that case they will also know the 
meaning and purpose of earthly life and their task. For God imparts His Word to everyone who desires 
it, it is just not always outwardly noticeable except in the shape of mental transmissions. But those 

I
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who receive the Word such that they are able to write it down are particularly responsible for the 
distribution of this Word, for they receive much grace and shall therefore also share it. They shall  
proclaim the Gospel to all those who do not reject it....

Amen

Working for the kingdom of God.... Mission.... B.D. No. 3284

October 8th 1944

eople  who are  permeated by the spirit  of  truth are  chosen to  spread this  truth,  and this  is  a 
responsible mission on earth, for receiving the truth is also a commitment to pass it on. Constant 

activity is expected of them, activity for the kingdom of God which conveys the truth to earth through 
these people. Yet the hearts of those chosen to do so are able to love, otherwise the spirit of God would 
be unable to take effect in them. And this ability to love lets the work of spreading the divine truth 
become a joyful task which they gladly and readily comply with. As soon as a person is imbued by 
divine truth he also loses the sense for the pleasures and goods of the world; he only derives joy from 
spiritual  knowledge and therefore the spiritual  work becomes his  purpose in  life.  And yet  it  is  a 
responsible task if he bears in mind that he has the opportunity to lead untold souls onto the right path, 
onto the path of realisation, and that he must make the most of this opportunity in every way.... As a 
representative of God he is placed into a field of activity where he can work exceedingly successfully;  
however, it requires a firm will, great love, patience and perseverance, it requires the keen activity of 
body and soul, both have to yield to the urging of the spirit, which constantly spurs them to do this 
work. Thus the human being must place himself entirely at God’s disposal Who informs the human 
being through His spirit about what his work consists of. As long as the soul is still in two minds it  
cannot hear the voice of the spirit clearly enough and must try to banish this state by unreservedly 
handing itself over to God and appealing to Him for his correct guidance in every way.... It must not 
anxiously  speculate  and think  but  must  completely  and trustingly  hand itself  over  to  the  spirit’s 
guidance and it will always take the right path.... Then all events in life will approach a person so that 
he can accomplish his spiritual work, so that he can work for the kingdom of God.

P

This work is not obvious at first, for the time has not yet come for the working of the labourer’s of 
the Lord.... As yet His labourers are prepared in silence, and their activity, too, is limited; however, 
they shall even be active in silence until the time comes when great activity will start for the salvation 
of the souls which will suffer great adversity. But the spirit in the human being will guide him to 
where his work is needed. For time and again souls will be prepared who will likewise be responsible 
for working for the kingdom of God, for many labourers will be required in the vineyard of the Lord. 
Prior to this the divine truth will be conveyed to them, so that they will become competent labourers 
and be able to work for God in the coming time. For they will be needed by countless souls who still  
linger in spiritual darkness and will not be able to find the path to the light.... but where divine truth  
exists that is where light is shining, and if the light is given to people in the right way, if the truth is 
offered to them with love, many a heart will open up and allow itself to become enlightened. Being 
able to save souls for eternity is a happiness-inducing mission, it is a mission which is constantly 
accompanied by God’s blessing, and every labourer in the vineyard of the Lord can be assured of 
divine help by merely eagerly striving to speak on behalf of the kingdom of God on earth, for then he 
will always be supported by spiritual forces and his work will be blessed....

Amen

Passing on the divine Word.... B.D. No. 4561

February 8th 1949

 word-for-word rendition of the information you receive through the inner voice will always 
have the greatest impact, even if you are also capable of educating your fellow human beings 

yourselves people will nevertheless be less able to close themselves to the direct Word from above, for 
this reason written distribution is a blessing. And therefore I will bless every work which concerns the 

A
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distribution of My Word and help you in every way, for it is particularly necessary that people take 
notice of My extraordinary working, which they can ascertain through the written Words if they are of 
good will. Anyone who wants to reject it will reject it in any form. But in the written rendition people 
will recognise My spirit, My voice, and open themselves to its effect, for My Word speaks for itself,  
no explanation needs to be added, it will always be understandable to people because I speak to every 
individual person Myself if he attentively and, with a desire for truth, accepts it in his heart, thinks it 
through and pays attention to the feelings he experiences as a result. You humans have so many means 
of help at your disposal, all of which are gifts of grace from Me to make the path of ascent easier for 
you.... However, My Word offered to you from above is the greatest and most effective means of grace 
which will guide you upwards for sure, for it is blessed by My strength, it is a direct emanation of Me 
Myself which must always have an extraordinary effect on you, it just depends on your will to let it  
take effect on you. And this is why many people shall receive knowledge of it, many people shall 
experience the blessing of My Word on themselves, they shall be born again, they shall live again and 
forfeit everything lifeless, all formalities for My Word. They shall recognise Me Myself in the Word, 
believe in Me and learn to love Me, they shall accept Words of wisdom which they can never ever be 
offered elsewhere if they did not originate from Me. They shall know that I, as the Creator of eternity,  
do not forget My living creations, that I as the Father do not leave My children on their own, that I 
want to help everyone to return to the Father´s house, and that they desperately need My help and that 
they therefore should approach Me in prayer and appeal to Me for grace and strength in order to be 
able to shape themselves into love.... that they must know My will in order to fulfil it. Every work  
concerning this endeavour is blessed, for the time is rapidly approaching the end....

Amen

Thinking ability does not mean generating thoughts.... B.D. No. 6963

November 8th 1957

t is impossible for you to generate your own thoughts but you are able to pick-up and make use of 
thoughts  flowing to  you.  For  the  thought  is  a  spiritual  emanation  of  strength,  which  you will  

understand if you consider that you are certainly capable of thinking about what is presented to you in 
some form or other but that you will not think about something that is entirely unknown to you until 
you have been touched by a ray of thought which, however, cannot originate in yourselves. On the 
other hand, however, it is possible for everyone to mull over and resolve problems if he accepts the 
influx of thoughts from the spiritual kingdom, but this will never be proof that he generates these 
thoughts himself.... When I brought you to life, when I externalised you from Myself as independent 
living creations I nevertheless established a connection between Me and you, which consisted of the 
fact that I spoke to you and you were able to reply.... And you were able to feel as well as hear these  
Words.... The feeling was the 'thought' which you audibly perceived as 'Word'. But then, due to your 
'thinking  ability',  you  were  able  to  form an  opinion  about  this  thought  or  Word  and  reply  to  it 
according to your will.... or continue on your own to think about the thought you had received, you are 
able to form or shape it as you want, thus more or less develop it further in either direction, judging 
the thought sent to you either correctly or incorrectly.... This is the thinking ability I granted to you as 
created beings in order to communicate with you, again, according to your will. Something must exist 
first, only then will you be able to deal with it. And I Myself Am the primary cause of everything in 
existence.... Everything originates from Me, regardless of whether it is the life of the creature or the 
blissfulness of the most elevated spirits.... And thus 'the Word', too, originates from Me, which first 
appears as thought in the human being but has to be voluntarily seized by the person. And then he will 
be able to deal with it and use it according to his will.

I

Thus, intellectual thinking  cannot generate a thought but it can choose and receive the thought 
currents surrounding it. The intellect can deflect or pick-up inflowing thought waves, which can be 
easily  understood if  you compare  it  to  the  transmission  and reception  activity  developed by you 
humans in radio technology.... The transmissions come forth from a higher Will or Being and can be 
received by every  person but  do not  forcibly  impose  themselves  if  a  person opposes  them:  And 
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because this is determined by the person's will, the will is influenced from a good as well as an evil 
side.... You should know that you are always surrounded by all kinds of thought waves.... by those 
coming from Me, which are conveyed to you by the world of light that works according to My will,  
but also by those which certainly originally emerged from Me, yet which, through deliberately using 
strength in order to oppose Me and their thinking ability, were shaped adversely and are now also sent 
to you by this power.... once again demanding your will, which can accept but also reject them. And 
so you are also able, by virtue of your free will, to use the thought currents from the world of light 
wrongly, that is, your thinking ability can take a negative attitude towards these thoughts if you hand 
yourselves over to the adversary by isolating yourselves from Me. The beings of light will  never 
abandon you, they will always try to influence you, but they cannot prevent you from taking My 
adversary's side. However, were you unable to give the thoughts sent to you from the world of light 
another direction, you would not possess free will either, you would more or less be compelled to 
think correctly and no error would exist in the world.... Thus, you must use your thinking ability, you 
must form some kind of opinion of what first affects you as a thought....  And that gives you the 
impression that you 'create' the thoughts yourselves.... In that case, however, your 'thinking' would be 
very restricted, it would constantly revolve around the same thing, around that which can be seen by 
your eyes and touched by your hands, because you are also physically limited. But that which is 
limitless in you.... your soul.... is indeed in contact with Me and constantly receives the evidence of 
belonging to Me.... It can also make unrestricted use of My influx according to its will.... this is why 
the human being by virtue of his thinking ability is also able to do what he likes with the thoughts sent 
to him.... thus he can think correctly or wrongly.... And the guarantee for correct thinking is offered to 
him by Me Myself, he need only make conscious contact with Me. If he fails to do so he is subject to 
My adversary's influence, and then darkness prevails over light.... and everything the human being 
does in this dependence on him will be wrong and opposed to My divine order....

Amen

Awakening spiritual hunger.... B.D. No. 5518

October 27th 1952

piritual hunger shall be awakened among people. This requires the offer of tasty morsels which 
precisely contain that knowledge which was ambiguous to the human being. Every person can be 

touched somewhere, every person has a specific question which occupies him and if he can receive an 
explanation to it he will also open his heart for further knowledge, and then it will be most successful 
if the teacher does not deny him an answer, if all concepts are known to him and clear enough so that 
he can pass his knowledge on to another person.... so that he can satisfy the hunger of someone who 
desires the truth. The desire for truth has not yet been awakened in the human race, people casually 
dismiss what is incomprehensible to them, they don't desire clarification and therefore it cannot be 
offered to them either. But the reason for this can always be found in the fact that their thinking was 
not  stimulated,  that  no  samples  were  offered  to  them,  that  they  were  not  impelled  to  express 
themselves, to clearly state their own thoughts; a question can be extremely interesting to them if it is 
asked at the right time and in the right way and the answer can be extremely satisfying if it is given by 
an authorised teacher who represents the pure truth and can pass it  on. Then the desire for more 
knowledge will arise by itself in them, and only then can a famished person be nourished with the 
bread from heaven. An answer which betrays ignorance does not satisfy and can prevent people from 
wanting to find some kind of clarification; the pure truth, however, speaks for itself and therefore also 
to every person who wants to know it. And this person will always be offered the heavenly bread 
which is conveyed to him from above, he will no longer need to starve and live in want, he will  
always receive according to requirement and worthiness.... For enjoying the bread from heaven only 
requires the will to correctly revive the soul, it requires being receptive for what God's love offers him. 
Therefore you should, as true representatives of God and His kingdom, always proclaim His Word, 
even if  there is no desire for it  as yet,  for He Himself  will  bless you if  you speak and you will 
experience this blessing, because the listeners will want to know more themselves, they will look for 

S
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every opportunity where the divine Word is proclaimed to them. What you received through God's 
great  love  yourselves  must  be  distributed  by  you  with  love....  Then  it  will  not  fail  to  make  an 
impression on your fellow human beings.... Then you will be promoting God and His kingdom and 
will render faithful vineyard work, for you are His servants, you should show the table of the Lord to 
those who want to eat and thus bestow good gifts; you should always proclaim the Word of God 
wherever the spiritually famished are sent to you, you should offer the bread of heaven to them and 
keep their spiritual hunger alive, so that time and again new nourishment will be requested for the 
souls who once have tasted the heavenly bread....

Amen

Misguided overzealousness.... B.D. No. 6783

March 13th 1957

he size of field you shall cultivate will always correspond to your will to be active and your 
suitability.... It may be very large if you wholly support this cause, and it may only be a small 

area, depending on your will and your eagerness to serve, for I do not exert any pressure or coercion, I 
give as you desire.... But often My vineyard labourers expect too much of themselves insofar as that 
they take on tasks beyond their abilities for which I have not appointed them.... that they want to 
arbitrarily  handle  areas  due  to  a  certain  ambition  somewhat  ambitiously,  with  the  intention  of 
distinguishing themselves. In that case they will cause more damage than blessing, for due to their 
ambition they leave My sphere and this signifies a welcome opportunity for My adversary to give his 
instructions, which are also frequently listened to. And this is a danger which threatens every vineyard 
labourer who does not strictly adhere to My instructions, who is impelled by overzealousness because 
he has lost his inner humility.... because he wants to achieve much but does not want to help many. It 
is just a fine difference but all My vineyards labourers should sincerely check what motives impel 
them to work in My vineyard. They should not fail to approach Me in silent prayer for My instructions 
and then always carry out what impels them from within. But they should not engage in tasks which I 
have not allocated to them and which therefore must be more described as worldly work although they 
apparently pursue spiritual goals.... You humans have no idea what methods My adversary works with 
and how easily he can draw you into his nets of lies; but you need not fall prey to him as long as you 
submit yourselves to Me with profound humility and desire only to be guided by Me. But I will not 
entrust you with work in an area as long as you are not proficient in this area. If, however, you enter it 
without  My  instruction  then  you  will  be  influenced  by  the  opposition,  because  he  knows  your 
weakness of wanting to distinguish yourselves. And then he will serve you according to your wishes....

T

People have often taken this path before, they had been willing to serve Me but didn't want to work 
in a  small circle, instead they looked for an area of activity which enabled them to become more 
publicly known without, however, having received My instructions to do so.... And then they often 
carried out tasks without realising who had prompted them to do so.... And thus it was possible that 
initially good servants became unsuitable for the work in My vineyard because too many worldly 
instincts  still  laid  dormant  in  them  which  came  to  the  fore  and  justified  their  misguided 
overzealousness.... On the other hand, however, not everyone wanting to be of service to Me needs to 
fear  this  danger  if  they  regard  Me  Myself  as  higher,  if  they  also  entrust  their  weaknesses  and 
imperfections to Me and pray to Me for protection from their own failure and always wait for My 
instructions before they embark on a task. Temptations certainly approach all My servants as well, 
because each one still has weaknesses and imperfections to show which he knows and tries to take 
advantage of. But the human being's close bond with Me protects him from falling prey to him.... 
whereas the bond with the world weakens a person's resistance and puts him subsequently at risk of 
succumbing to him. Therefore you should always look within, do not pay too much attention to global 
affairs but more to the spiritual development in the world, in your surroundings and in yourselves.... 
Then you will also diligently render detailed work, you will work at improving yourselves, you will 
always helpfully stand by your fellow human beings' side, you will provide them with the spiritual  
nourishment  they  are  lacking....  And this  field of  activity  will  be as  large  as  you are  capable of 
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working on. However, you should not venture further afield if you don't want to work for the one who 
is My and your adversary....

Amen

Selfless distribution of the Word.... B.D. No. 7744

November 13th 1960

hus step into the circuit  of My flow of love and let  yourselves be instructed by Me: It  is  a 
tremendous gift of grace which you may receive from Me, and this gift of grace flows to you 

undeservedly. It is, so to speak, the evidence of My infinite love for you, who became sinful of your 
own will and shall return to Me voluntarily. And in view of the near end I truly try everything in order 
to make this return possible for you, to change your will and to provide you with the strength to take 
the path of ascent, which will lead you back to Me. You humans have not deserved this grace as long 
as are you still deliberately turned away from Me. And yet I convey it to you because I love you. I 
choose a suitable instrument for Myself which is willing to accept My Word directly and to forward it 
to its fellow human beings.... This, therefore, happens from My side in order to still gain all of you 
who defected from Me and to a large extent still are.... But now your task starts by making the right 
use of this great gift of grace.... And this involves first of all the unselfish distribution of that which is 
granted to you by My love. Thus you should do the same as I do: let My flow of grace pour into the 
vessels which open themselves.... You shall give what you receive, just as I give to you.... out of love. 
Most of all you should remember that it is spiritual knowledge that is imparted to you from Me, and 
that this spiritual knowledge must never be utilised in a material sense. It is self-evident to anyone 
who  recognises Me and My love in this unusual gift of grace that it is only possible on a spiritual  
level to convey My Word to its destination, to the souls which require nourishment, which shall be 
addressed by Me so that they will obtain the blessing of My Words.... so that they will find and take 
the path back to  Me into their  Father's  house.  And thus you will  also understand that no earthly 
interests of any kind may devalue this gift of grace. You have a Father Who is wealthy and can also  
share His wealth with you.... Who can and will also provide you with earthly blessings if only you 
serve Him selflessly.

T

As long as you have not understood this truth, you are not suited to distribute a divine gift of grace, 
and then you should keep your hands off it because you will only desecrate what your God and Father 
gives to you in His love and because it will not be a blessing for you either, because I don't support 
what contradicts My will.... I will never give My blessing to such an undertaking as soon as it entails  
an earthly desire for the goods of this world. It is My will that you should be of selfless service to Me 
and have given you the promise that I will take both earthly and spiritual care of you providing you 
only ever consider your salvation of soul the most important issue. You merely prove your unbelief if 
you worry too much about  your earthly life,  for then you will  not  primarily consider  your soul's 
salvation.... for I have said to you 'Seek ye first the kingdom of God.... and all these things shall be 
added unto you....' And if you now even receive a gift from heaven, which should truly demonstrate 
My love as well as My presence to you, then you should also forego all earthly considerations.... you 
should let yourselves by guided by Me and only ever try to fulfil My will.... However, the distribution 
of My Word from above is necessary, and for this reason I convey to you this serious Word of Mine 
which you should heed.... Entrust yourselves to Me entirely and believe that I will not let you, who are 
willing to help Me selflessly, get into difficulties.... but also know that you reduce the value of My gift  
yourselves if  you associate it  with earthly expectations which I  will  never fulfil  but which might 
impair the spreading of My Word with the result that the blessing from above will fail to materialise.  
And thus you should first realise what an unusual gift of grace you receive from Me.... Then love and 
gratitude will overwhelm you and only then will you be true vineyard labourers for Me, for you will 
also know that My blessing will accompany every work you do and that you will work successfully 
for Me and My kingdom.... And then you will experience an abundance of blessings, for My love will  
have seized you and escort you until the end.... And then you will serve Me forever and be blissfully  
happy....
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Amen

Vineyard work according to divine will.... B.D. No. 8442

March 18th 1963

 will  bless  every effort  that  applies  to  the  distribution  of  My Word.  You cannot  imagine  how 
necessary it is for people to be informed of their purpose of earthly life, for they only consider it to 

be the maintenance of their body and live a life which can be called everything else but spiritual. The 
dark of night prevails everywhere and nothing else will help but to spread sparks of light which tear 
the darkness apart and can stimulate people into following the right path they recognise in the glow of  
the light, and I will truly see to it that the illumination of light will increase.... I will still make My 
Word from above available to all those who can yet be affected by it such that they will listen to the  
One Who is addressing them and accept His admonitions, so that they will finally allow themselves to 
be led and will no longer be able to go astray. I know the means and ways and will truly employ them. 
I leave no opportunity unused and you, My servants, shall only ever willingly carry out what you are 
urged to do from within, for this urging comes from Me, to Whom you have offered your service. So 
let Me tell you that you need not fear the weakness of your body either, that I will give you strength to 
work for Me, because I need diligent labourers in My vineyard and recognise full well who serves Me 
with complete dedication.... Yet don't tear yourselves apart by zealously embarking on things which I 
did not assign to you.... You should always pay attention to My instructions and do what I ask of 
you.... For you can believe Me that true success will be achieved in silent activity, that I Myself will  
only powerfully manifest Myself when otherwise nothing else can be accomplished anymore and the 
end is near.... But if you want to win over the 'world', if you want to teach the masses, much of your 
work will be done in vain, for there will only be a few more and you will not manage to change the  
'human race', you will not succeed in bringing many people to their senses, instead, only individual 
ones would reward such overzealous efforts.... Then you will have employed your strength in vain, for 
these few will.... because they mean well.... also still be won over through silent activity, because they 
are known to Me and I will make My Word accessible to them too....

I

However, My paths are different than yours, hence you should pay attention to the inner voice and 
comply with it as My instructions. This inner voice will never induce you into drawing particular 
attention  to  yourselves  or  into  embarking  on  great  campaigns  which  I  know  will  not  be  very 
successful. I will therefore exclude My co-workers from the world time and again, because then the 
work for Me and My kingdom can be carried out more intensively and because My vineyard labourers 
should also increasingly perfect themselves , which heartfelt dedication to Me will achieve and is 
more likely to happen in seclusion then in the flurry of the world, for everything you expect to be very 
successful requires worldly preparations which, in turn, are not suitable for internalising the person. 
For this reason I repeatedly advise you to carry out silent vineyard work, which consists of lovingly 
influencing your fellow human beings into shaping themselves into love and of informing them of My 
Word....  hence  of  contributing  the  most  important  thing  towards  distributing  My Word  which  is 
conveyed to you directly from above.... Believe Me that the effect of My Words will yet achieve the 
greatest blessing and spiritual progress.... Believe Me, that you will gain extraordinary merits if you 
utilise all opportunities to inform your fellow human being of My Word, for it will affect everyone 
who is still  of good will....  whilst people will only accept all other efforts to teach them spiritual 
knowledge with their intellect without involving their heart apart from a few, who, however, I will 
also win over for Me by other means, because I know the human hearts. Consider the fact that it takes 
intellectual  thought  to  present  My divine revelations  to  people such that  they will  be gripped by 
them.... but that only the intellect is addressed and that it will rarely lead to spiritual success.... but that  
the  direct  conveyance  of  My Word or  the  passing  on of  My direct  revelations  will  be  far  more 
successful  because  My  Word  is  blessed  with  My  strength  and  because  those people  who  shall 
contribute towards inducing spiritual advancement among people had to already possess a certain 
degree of maturity prior to it.... Believe Me that I will bless all silent work for Me and My kingdom,  
and make every effort to be diligent labourers for Me who will only every follow their Lord and 
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Caretaker's instructions and lovingly look after their fellow human beings.... I will do everything else 
for you and also guide you such that you will offer My Word to those who will gratefully accept it as  
an unusual gift of grace which will truly have the desired effect....

Amen

Vineyard work according to God's will.... B.D. No. 8635

October 4th 1963

very one of My co-workers is blessed by Me and given the silent assurance of My support as 
soon as he works for Me. For I need his cooperation, even though it is truly within My power to  

shape  everything  according  to  My  will,  and  thus  also  to  perfect  you  humans  through  My will. 
However, My plan for bringing you to perfection requires the human being's free will, for this reason 
the redemptive work must also be carried out by people, so that everything takes place within the 
framework of natural progression and no unusual activity compels a person to believe.... Time and 
again  I  give  you the  assurance  that  I  will  guide  your  every  thought  and that  you then  will  also 
undertake the vineyard work according to My will. Yet I keep reminding you to work diligently and 
take pleasure in your willingness to help. However, in the final analysis, a blessed vineyard work will 
always consist of industrious detailed work.... the distribution of My Gospel will always take place on 
a small scale, for even if masses congregated in order to hear the proclamation of My Word, My Word 
would  nevertheless  only take  root  in  a  few hearts  where the seed would grow. The success  will  
decrease ever more during the last days, for the majority of people will turn away, they will close their  
ears because they no longer believe. But I know the individual human hearts and it is to these that I  
will convey the gifts of grace; I will bring them together with My vineyard labourers in order to speak 
through them directly....

E

You can believe that I will not leave out one soul where there is still hope that it will gladly listen to 
Me. And you, My servants on earth, will truly achieve  more with diligent detailed work than with 
major campaigns which will not yield the success you hope for. But if I Myself foresee a success, then 
I will also guide your thoughts correctly and put the means at your disposal so that you can work again 
according to My will. Yet you should not rush into things nor worry, just grant Me your will and let 
yourselves  be  guided,  and  leave  everything  else  to  Me.  How  few  people  are  open  to  spiritual  
knowledge because only a few have an awakened spirit.... You must bear in mind that most people 
don't understand it even if it is conveyed to them because they live without love and are spiritually 
entirely unenlightened. This is why the spiritual knowledge that originates from Me directly cannot be 
distributed to the same extent as any other writing which is and can be offered to the broad mass of 
population, because the world only appreciates worldly goods. But I know what will be successful,  
and from My side everything will be done in order to increase the number of those who will be saved,  
and you should only ever do what is within your power, and always lovingly help your fellow human 
beings  in  their  adversity.  And I  will  bless  every effort  regarding this  rescue work.  I  Myself  will 
support them in every way but I also foresee the achievement and therefore also know which work is 
fruitless, thus I will prevent it so that you won't use your strength and effort ineffectively. Yet the 
achievements of silently rendered vineyard work cannot be estimated by you, where the souls pick up 
and observe every thought that moves you, and therefore your redemptive work will never be in vain, 
for I want to address all souls, which you will always enable Me to do if you unselfishly work for 
Me....

Amen

Reply to Habermann B.D. No. 8899

December 24th 1964

(Time of printing) (Print and distribution of the messages)You have already been told several 
times  that  the  spreading  of  the  truth  is  extremely  important,  because  people’s  eternal  life 

depends on their attitude towards the truth, and therefore everything should be done to present them 

_
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with the truth. But I know every human heart, I know who is receptive, and I also know the ways to 
reach those human beings who are still able to receive, whose heart is willing to love and who thus 
can also understand the Word which is given to them from above. And I let them have this knowledge 
by making the most unusual connections and sending My Word to wherever it will be received with a 
grateful heart. And there it will be passed on again, although only infrequently because worldly people 
have no desire for it and there are only few who can be approached. But do not forget that My Word 
needs to be offered with love in order to become effective, and that it requires a loving heart to receive 
it. Therefore any work which is performed to this end is blessed....

And now you can understand that every small effort pleases Me if I can speak to the heart of every 
person Myself and My direct communication is also felt as such, just as I bless every contributor who 
unselfishly adds towards the circulation of My Word.... Because I truly care for everyone who works 
for Me, I look after him like a good caretaker so that he can pass on My Word in the same way as he 
has received it himself: as a gift of love.... Moreover, My Word is not merchandise, but which it will 
always become when unenlightened people handle it, who can neither appreciate its value nor muster 
the necessary understanding for it and turn it into a mass-produced commodity.... which only devalues 
the Word and again only reaches those who similarly do not appreciate it as My message. The circle of 
those who can still be impressed by it is very small and will certainly be reached by Me. Every now 
and then you will find a few souls but then they are also completely convinced of My love and mercy.  
But intending to appeal to the crowds with it is a pointless undertaking.... since people will be ever 
more captivated by the world and will prefer to listen to the voice of the world....

Every spiritually enlightened human being knows how difficult it  is to persuade other people to 
accept Words from above.... he knows that the adversary’s actions are so clearly obvious that they 
have no desire for a gift of love offered by My hand.... And you should also consider that it merely 
adds to the many publications, which are also of a spiritual nature but do not originate from Me 
Myself, which requires spiritual awakening in order to recognise it as ‘My Word’, but this awakening 
is hardly ever found any longer.... I Myself, however, know the souls to whom I can send My Word. It 
would not benefit your souls to know the length of time you still have at your disposal but you would 
be horrified to know how close you are to the end. For that reason I constantly urge the workers in My 
vineyard to work diligently.... each one should do his utmost, he should not tire, because everything 
which was and shall still be offered to people will one day follow him into eternity as rich treasure or 
give him comfort and strength in times of severe spiritual hardship, which is yet to come. But I Myself 
will be with all those who serve Me and bless their work, for it is extremely important and intended 
for all of those who are caught up in misleading notions and desire the truth with all their heart....

Amen

God Himself substantiates the revelations with the near end.... B.D. No. 8925

February 4th 1965

ou received the knowledge about the reasons for creating the spirit world, you were taught about 
all events.... as far as you were able to understand them.... which gave you a clear idea about the 

apostasy of the spirits.... I have explained Mine and your fundamental nature which, in itself, is the 
same....  All  knowledge  was  given  to  you so  comprehensibly  that,  with  good will,  you can  truly 
recognise My infinite love. I gave you a bright light so that you may now live in its radiance, so that 
you brightly and clearly recognise your actual existence, your beginning and your goal. Anyone who 
adopts this knowledge, who accepts it with a will which strives towards Me, can also be certain that he 
will reach the last goal on earth.... I want to instruct you in all clarity, knowledge which is unknown to 
millions of people shall be easily comprehensible to you, because they don't wish to know what is  
revealed to you, who desire truth. I was able to transmit it to earth in such detail because I made use of 
a vessel which did not allow its intellect to interfere, which did not offer Me the slightest resistance, to 
which I was therefore able to impart the truth in the most understandable way, so that all correlations 
could be explained by Me and your most important questions were answered....  This is necessary 

Y
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during the last days before the end, because people shall  be informed once more of all  processes 
relating to My reign and activity in the whole of the universe....  because they shall  form a right 
concept of My Nature and also let go of all errors which, due to intellectual thoughts, were time and 
again  also  able  to  creep  into  My revelations,  if  thereby My spirit  was  prevented  from working. 
However,  I  know that  error  is  dangerous,  I  also know who wants  to  release himself  from it  and 
therefore convey to him My pure Word again and give to him according to his desire. For this reason I 
will also send the knowledge of it to wherever it is willingly and gratefully accepted.... I know how to 
prevent that spiritual knowledge, which originated from Me in all purity, gets into the wrong hands, 
for there is  only a short  time left  until  the end and I  Myself  determine which route the spiritual  
knowledge takes, and I will also always choose the right workers who will leave it unchanged and 
whose sacred awe prevents them from implementing changes which are not My will. This is why My 
constant protection is assured you, My servants on earth, so that you can unimpededly accomplish 
your  task  of  spreading  My  Word  in  all  its  purity,  of  passing  it  on  to  those  who  desire  it....  
Nevertheless, you should not distribute it arbitrarily but always take care that they willingly listen to it 
or don't reject it if you offer it to them. For the world is not interested in the pure truth, and to offer it 
to worldly people will yield little success, even though you should also mention it to them, but the 
determination to reject it will always be stronger than the resolve to accept it....

Each  person  must  make  his  own  decision,  yet  the  consequences  of  this  choice  will  differ 
considerably.... it can grant people a glorious life in eternity but also lead to renewed banishment. The 
fact that I repeatedly send the pure truth to earth is an act of grace of momentous significance; it shall 
be the evidence of My presence for My Own, so that they will not doubt its truth but advocate it  
wholeheartedly even if they are confronted by the harshest objections....  I  truly know why I must 
reveal Myself once more before the end, I know that My adversary's influence will continue until the 
end and I want to protect those people from him who want to be My Own.... but this is only possible if 
the full truth is conveyed to them. Therefore, don't be afraid if people want to hold you to account....  
What you receive from above can be rightfully endorsed by you, for then you will only ever state what 
I put into your mouth. Yet even then you will still win, for people won't know how to respond to you. 
As yet you can still pass on the spiritual knowledge you possess without being prevented from doing 
so and you should use this time well, for one day you will have to bow to the power and be unable to 
speak publicly when My adversary.... the Antichrist.... comes to power and fights against everything of 
a spiritual nature.... By that time you shall have scattered many seeds which can take root in silence 
and will truly give you the strength to persevere until the end....

Amen

Fatherly Words of blessing.... B.D. No. 5482

September 8th 1952

ou, My children, have My blessing. A bond of love shall embrace you, now and forever. No 
matter what earthly hardship still approaches you, submissively endure it in My will. Lift your 

eyes up to Me, from where help will always come. And let the spirit speak in you, it will always 
convey Words of love and solace from Me and you will sense that you are never alone, that I spread 
My hands upon you, that I take hold of you in love and lead you to the goal.... Yet also speak to your 
fellow human beings in favour of Me.... Remember that they suffer great hardship as long as they 
don’t possess Me Myself and help them to attain Me, help them to gain faith in Me, so that they, too,  
will trustingly look up to Me in every adversity. For I want to help all people, I want to pull all of  
them to My heart, I want to be the good Father Who guides and protects everyone, Who draws close 
to them as soon as a mere silent appeal penetrates through to Him. Promote Me and My kingdom 
amongst your fellow human beings, impart to them the Words you receive from Me and establish a 
faithful community together, become members of the church which I Myself founded on Earth, which 
is based on a firm and unwavering faith. Such a community will bring about many blessings because I 
Myself dwell in the midst of you if you remember Me with love, if you, by calling upon My name, let  
Me stay among you, as I have promised you with the Words: Where two or three are gathered together 

Y
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in My name, there Am I in the midst of them. And My Word is truth and therefore always assures you 
of My presence when your thoughts are with Me, when you speak to Me or about Me, when you long 
for Me with a loving heart. Then I will be with you and will place My hands upon your heads with a 
blessing....  My blessing follows you wherever  you may go and My love grants you strength and 
grace....

Amen
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